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TREASURER — CHINA VISIT 
Statement by Treasurer 

MR B.S. WYATT (Victoria Park — Treasurer) [2.02 pm]: I rise to make a brief statement about my trip to 
China in October 2018. The purpose of the visit was to meet with Chinese government, industry and financial 
organisations to discuss how China and Western Australia can deepen their economic ties, and to promote further 
investment into Western Australia. The trip also provided an opportunity to discuss Chinese bond market 
issuances, promote Western Australia at business events, and to discuss with China its domestic gas policy and 
continuing investment in Western Australia’s energy sector. 
China has been Western Australia’s largest market for merchandise exports since 2006–07. In 2017–18, China 
accounted for 47 per cent of the state’s merchandise exports—close to $62 billion worth. Although mineral and 
petroleum commodities accounted for 95 per cent of those exports, China is becoming an increasingly important 
trading partner in other areas. China is our largest market for agricultural and food exports, accounting for 
22 per cent of that sector’s exports in 2016–17. Chinese visitors were WA’s largest spenders in 2017, accounting 
for 13 per cent of total international visitor spend. China was also WA’s largest market for international students 
in 2017, accounting for 15 per cent of the state’s international student enrolments. To say it is vital to maintain 
a strong relationship with our most important trading partner would be an understatement. 
I am pleased to report that all my meetings with Chinese officials were productive and positive. Amongst the 
organisations I met were the National Development and Reform Commission, the National Energy Bureau, the 
Bank of China, the China Overseas Development Association, the China Development Bank and the China BaoWu 
Steel Group. I was also pleased to meet with representatives from Zhejiang province, which is one of 
Western Australia’s sister states. Beyond meeting in person with Chinese authorities and organisations, which is 
highly valuable in itself, I was able to communicate to organisations such as the National Development and Reform 
Commission that the WA government is very keen to maintain our strong and prosperous relationship. This 
message was very well received, especially in light of current tensions in global trade. I was also able to ease some 
concerns around developments in the eastern Australian gas market, in particular by emphasising that the WA 
domestic market is separate and very stable. The National Development and Reform Commission, National Energy 
Bureau and BaoWu Steel were also able to provide me with important insights into short-to-medium term demand 
for critical commodities such as iron ore and LNG. 
Aside from the meetings with Chinese organisations, I also gained valuable insight from speaking to Australian 
professionals based in China. I am cautious with any use of public funds, and that includes government travel. 
I believe, however, that strengthening Western Australia’s economic ties to China and maintaining an open 
dialogue will deliver significant benefits to the state. 
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